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Market_Desc: · Design Engineers· Research Scientists·
Industrial and Electronics Engineering Managers·
Graduate Students Special Features: · Completely
updated with 30-50% revisions· Will include worked
examples and end-of-the-chapter problems (with a
solutions manual)· First edition was the most cited work
in contemporary engineering and applied science
publications (over 12000 citations since 1969) About The
Book: This classic reference provides detailed
information on the underlying physics and operational
characteristics of all major bipolar, unipolar, special
microwave, and optoelectronic devices. It integrates
nearly 1,000 references to important original research
papers and review articles, and includes more than 650
high-quality technical illustrations and 25 tables of
material parameters for device analysis.
Power electronics, which is a rapidly growing area in
terms of research and applications, uses modern
electronics technology to convert electric power from one
form to another, such as ac-dc, dc-dc, dc-ac, and ac-ac
with a variable output magnitude and frequency. Power
electronics has many applications in our every day life
such as air-conditioners, electric cars, sub-way trains,
motor drives, renewable energy sources and power
supplies for computers. This book covers all aspects of
switching devices, converter circuit topologies, control
techniques, analytical methods and some examples of
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their applications. * 25% new content * Reorganized and
revised into 8 sections comprising 43 chapters *
Coverage of numerous applications, including
uninterruptable power supplies and automotive electrical
systems * New content in power generation and
distribution, including solar power, fuel cells, wind
turbines, and flexible transmission
A definitive and up-to-date handbook of semiconductor
devices Semiconductor devices, the basic components
of integrated circuits, are responsible for the rapid growth
of the electronics industry over the past fifty years.
Because there is a growing need for faster and more
complex systems for the information age, existing
semiconductor devices are constantly being studied for
improvement, and new ones are being continually
invented. As a result, a large number of types and
variations of devices are available in the literature. The
Second Edition of this unique engineering guide
continues to be the only available complete collection of
semiconductor devices, identifying 74 major devices and
more than 200 variations of these devices. As in the First
Edition, the value of this text lies in its comprehensive,
yet highly readable presentation and its easy-to-use
format, making it suitable for a wide range of audiences.
Essential information is presented for a quick, balanced
overview Each chapter is designed to cover only one
specific device, for easy and focused reference Each
device is discussed in detail, always including its history,
its structure, its characteristics, and its applications The
Second Edition has been significantly updated with eight
new chapters, and the material rearranged to reflect
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recent developments in the field. As such, it remains an
ideal reference source for graduate students who want a
quick survey of the field, as well as for practitioners and
researchers who need quick access to basic information,
and a valuable pragmatic handbook for salespeople,
lawyers, and anyone associated with the semiconductor
industry.
Written by the leading names in this field, this book
introduces the technical properties, design and
fabrication details, measurement results, and
applications of three-dimensional silicon radiation
sensors. Such devices are currently used in the ATLAS
experiment at the European Centre for Particle Physics
(CERN) for particle tracking in high energy physics.
These sensors are the radiation hardest devices ever
fabricated and have applications in ground-breaking
research in neutron detection, medical dosimetry and
space technologies and more. Chapters explore the
essential features of silicon particle detectors,
interactions of radiation with matter, radiation damage
effects, and micro-fabrication, in addition to a providing
historical overview of the field. This book will be a key
reference for students and researchers working with
sensor technologies. Features: The first book dedicated
to this unique and growing subject area, which is also
widely applicable in high-energy physics, medical
physics, space science and beyond Authored by
Sherwood Parker, the inventor of the concept of 3D
detectors; Cinzia Da Vià, who has brought 3DSi
technology to application; and Gian-Franco Dalla Betta,
a leading figure in the design and fabrication technology
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of these devices Explains to non-experts the essential
features of silicon particle detectors, interactions of
radiation with matter, radiation damage effects, and
micro-fabrication
"This dynamic text applies physics concepts and
equations to practical, real-world applications of
semiconductor device theory"-Starting in the early 1970s, a type of programmed cell
death called apoptosis began to receive attention. Over
the next three decades, research in this area continued
at an accelerated rate. In the early 1990s, a second type
of programmed cell death, autophagy, came into focus.
Autophagy has been studied in mammalian cells for
many years. The recen
Resistivity -- Carrier and doping density -- Contact
resistance and Schottky barriers -- Series resistance,
channel length and width, and threshold voltage -Defects -- Oxide and interface trapped charges, oxide
thickness -- Carrier lifetimes -- Mobility -- Charge-based
and probe characterization -- Optical characterization -Chemical and physical characterization -- Reliability and
failure analysis.
Praise for CMOS: Circuit Design, Layout, and
SimulationRevised Second Edition from the Technical
Reviewers "A refreshing industrial flavor. Design
concepts are presented as they are needed for 'just-intime' learning. Simulating and designing circuits using
SPICE is emphasized with literally hundreds of
examples. Very few textbooks contain as much detail as
this one. Highly recommended!" --Paul M. Furth, New
Mexico State University "This book builds a solid
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knowledge of CMOS circuit design from the ground up.
With coverage of process integration, layout, analog and
digital models, noise mechanisms, memory circuits,
references, amplifiers, PLLs/DLLs, dynamic circuits, and
data converters, the text is an excellent reference for
both experienced and novice designers alike." --Tyler J.
Gomm, Design Engineer, Micron Technology, Inc. "The
Second Edition builds upon the success of the first with
new chapters that cover additional material such as
oversampled converters and non-volatile memories. This
is becoming the de facto standard textbook to have on
every analog and mixed-signal designer's bookshelf."
--Joe Walsh, Design Engineer, AMI Semiconductor
CMOS circuits from design to implementation CMOS:
Circuit Design, Layout, and Simulation, Revised Second
Edition covers the practical design of both analog and
digital integrated circuits, offering a vital, contemporary
view of a wide range of analog/digital circuit blocks, the
BSIM model, data converter architectures, and much
more. This edition takes a two-path approach to the
topics: design techniques are developed for both longand short-channel CMOS technologies and then
compared. The results are multidimensional explanations
that allow readers to gain deep insight into the design
process. Features include: Updated materials to reflect
CMOS technology's movement into nanometer sizes
Discussions on phase- and delay-locked loops, mixedsignal circuits, data converters, and circuit noise More
than 1,000 figures, 200 examples, and over 500 end-ofchapter problems In-depth coverage of both analog and
digital circuit-level design techniques Real-world process
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parameters and design rules The book's Web site,
CMOSedu.com, provides: solutions to the book's
problems; additional homework problems without
solutions; SPICE simulation examples using HSPICE,
LTspice, and WinSpice; layout tools and examples for
actually fabricating a chip; and videos to aid learning
Semiconductor Device Physics and Design teaches
readers how to approach device design from the point of
view of someone who wants to improve devices and can
see the opportunity and challenges. It begins with
coverage of basic physics concepts, including the
physics behind polar heterostructures and strained
heterostructures. The book then details the important
devices ranging from p-n diodes to bipolar and field
effect devices. By relating device design to device
performance and then relating device needs to system
use the student can see how device design works in the
real world.
This book covers the physics of semiconductors on an
introductory level, assuming that the reader already has
some knowledge of condensed matter physics. Crystal
structure, band structure, carrier transport, phonons,
scattering processes and optical properties are
presented for typical semiconductors such as silicon, but
III–V and II–VI compounds are also included. In view of
the increasing importance of wide-gap semiconductors,
the electronic and optical properties of these materials
are dealt with too.
Graduate text with comprehensive treatment of
semiconductor device physics and engineering, and
descriptions of real optoelectronic devices.
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This introductory book assumes minimal knowledge of
the existence of integrated circuits and of the terminal
behavior of electronic components such as resistors,
diodes, and MOS and bipolar transistors. It presents to
readers the basic information necessary for more
advanced processing and design books. Focuses mainly
on the basic processes used in fabrication, including
lithography, oxidation, diffusion, ion implementation, and
thin film deposition. Covers interconnection technology,
packaging, and yield. Appropriate for readers interested
in the area of fabrication of solid state devices and
integrated circuits.
The awaited revision of Semiconductor Devices: Physics
and Technology offers more than 50% new or revised
material that reflects a multitude of important discoveries
and advances in device physics and integrated circuit
processing. Offering a basic introduction to physical
principles of modern semiconductor devices and their
advanced fabrication technology, the third edition
presents students with theoretical and practical aspects
of every step in device characterizations and fabrication,
with an emphasis on integrated circuits. Divided into
three parts, this text covers the basic properties of
semiconductor materials, emphasizing silicon and
gallium arsenide; the physics and characteristics of
semiconductor devices bipolar, unipolar special
microwave and photonic devices; and the latest
processing technologies, from crystal growth to
lithographic pattern transfer.
Fundamentals of Photonics A complete, thoroughly
updated, full-color third edition Fundamentals of
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Photonics, Third Edition is a self-contained and up-todate introductory-level textbook that thoroughly surveys
this rapidly expanding area of engineering and applied
physics. Featuring a blend of theory and applications,
coverage includes detailed accounts of the primary
theories of light, including ray optics, wave optics,
electromagnetic optics, and photon optics, as well as the
interaction of light and matter. Presented at increasing
levels of complexity, preliminary sections build toward
more advanced topics, such as Fourier optics and
holography, photonic-crystal optics, guided-wave and
fiber optics, LEDs and lasers, acousto-optic and electrooptic devices, nonlinear optical devices, ultrafast optics,
optical interconnects and switches, and optical fiber
communications. The third edition features an entirely
new chapter on the optics of metals and plasmonic
devices. Each chapter contains highlighted equations,
exercises, problems, summaries, and selected reading
lists. Examples of real systems are included to
emphasize the concepts governing applications of
current interest. Each of the twenty-four chapters of the
second edition has been thoroughly updated.
Market_Desc: · Electrical Engineers Special Features: ·
Over 150 solved examples that clarify concepts are
integrated throughout the text. · End-of-chapter summary
tables and hundreds of figures are included to reinforce
the intricacies of modern semiconductor devices·
Coverage of device optimization issues shows the reader
how in each device one has to trade one performance
against another About The Book: This introductory text
presents a well-balanced coverage of semiconductor
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physics and device operation and shows how devices
are optimized for applications. The text begins with an
exploration of the basic physical processes upon which
all semiconductor devices are based. Next, the author
focuses on the operation of the important semiconductor
devices along with issues relating to the optimization of
device performance.
Semiconductor Devices: Physics and Technology, 3rd
EditionPhysics and TechnologyWiley Global Education
This book provides a comprehensive introduction to the
physics of the photovoltaic cell. It is suitable for
undergraduates, graduate students, and researchers new to
the field. It covers: basic physics of semiconductors in
photovoltaic devices; physical models of solar cell operation;
characteristics and design of common types of solar cell; and
approaches to increasing solar cell efficiency. The text
explains the terms and concepts of solar cell device physics
and shows the reader how to formulate and solve relevant
physical problems. Exercises and worked solutions are
included.
Solar Cell Device Physics offers a balanced, in-depth
qualitative and quantitative treatment of the physical
principles and operating characteristics of solar cell devices.
Topics covered include photovoltaic energy conversion and
solar cell materials and structures, along with homojunction
solar cells. Semiconductor-semiconductor heterojunction cells
and surface-barrier solar cells are also discussed. This book
consists of six chapters and begins by introducing the reader
to the basic physical principles and materials properties that
are the foundations of photovoltaic energy conversion, with
emphasis on various photovoltaic devices capable of
efficiently converting solar energy into usable electrical
energy. The electronic and optical properties of crystalline,
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polycrystalline, and amorphous materials with both organic
and inorganic materials are considered, together with the
manner in which these properties change from one material
class to another and the implications of such changes for
photovoltaics. Generation, recombination, and bulk transport
are also discussed. The two mechanisms of photocarrier
collection in solar cells, drift and diffusion, are then compared.
The remaining chapters focus on specific solar cell device
classes defined in terms of the interface structure employed:
homojunctions, semiconductor-semiconductor
heterojunctions, and surface-barrier devices. This monograph
is appropriate for use as a textbook for graduate students in
engineering and the sciences and for seniors in electrical
engineering and applied physics, as well as a reference book
for those actively involved in solar cell research and
development.
This book emphasizes the use of four complex plane
formalisms (impedance, admittance, complex capacitance,
and modulus) in a simultaneous fashion. The purpose of
employing these complex planes for handling semicircular
relaxation using a single set of measured impedance data (ac
small-signal electrical data) is highly underscored. The
current literature demonstrates the importance of template
version of impedance plot whereas this book reflects the
advantage of using concurrent four complex plane plots for
the same data. This approach allows extraction of a
meaningful equivalent circuit model attributing to possible
interpretations via potential polarizations and operative
mechanisms for the investigated material system. Thus, this
book supersedes the limitations of the impedance plot, and
intends to serve a broader community of scientific and
technical professionals better for their solid and liquid
systems. This book addresses the following highlighted
contents for the measured data but not limited to the:- (1)
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Lumped Parameter/Complex Plane Analysis (LP/CPA) in
conjunction with the Bode plots; (2) Equivalent circuit model
(ECM) derived from the LP/CPA; (3) Underlying Operative
Mechanisms along with the possible interpretations; (4) Ideal
(Debye) and non-ideal (non-Debye) relaxations; and (5) DataHandling Criteria (DHC) using Complex Nonlinear Least
Squares (CNLS) fitting procedures.
The aim of this book is a discussion, at the introductory level,
of some applications of solid state physics. The book evolved
from notes written for a course offered three times in the
Department of Physics of the University of California at
Berkeley. The objects of the course were (a) to broaden the
knowledge of graduate students in physics, especially those
in solid state physics; (b) to provide a useful course covering
the physics of a variety of solid state devices for students in
several areas of physics; (c) to indicate some areas of
research in applied solid state physics. To achieve these
ends, this book is designed to be a survey of the physics of a
number of solid state devices. As the italics indicate, the key
words in this description are physics and survey. Physics is a
key word because the book stresses the basic qualitative
physics of the applications, in enough depth to explain the
essentials of how a device works but not deeply enough to
allow the reader to design one. The question emphasized is
how the solid state physics of the application results in the
basic useful property of the device. An example is how the
physics of the tunnel diode results in a negative dynamic
resistance. Specific circuit applications of devices are
mentioned, but not emphasized, since expositions are
available in the elec trical engineering textbooks given as
references.
This manual contains the PLOTF software, user's guide and
program description to accompany Michael Shur's 'Physics of
semiconductor devices' - rear cover.
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Offers a basic, up-to-date introduction to semiconductor
fabrication technology, including both the theoretical and
practical aspects of all major steps in the fabrication
sequence Presents comprehensive coverage of process
sequences Introduces readers to modern simulation tools
Addresses the practical aspects of integrated circuit
fabrication Clearly explains basic processing theory
"This text follows the tradition of Sze's highly successful
pioneering text on VLSI technology and is updated with the
latest advances in the field of microelectronic chip fabrication.
Since computer chips are foundations of modern electronics,
these topics are essential for the next generation of USLI
technologies, allowing more transistors to be packaged on a
single chip. Contributing to each chapter are industry experts,
specializing in topics such as epitaxy with low temperature
process, rapid thermal processes, low damage plasma
reactive ion etching, fine line litography, cleaning technology,
clean room technology, packing and reliability."-Electronics: Basic, Analog, and Digital with PSpice does more
than just make unsubstantiated assertions about electronics.
Compared to most current textbooks on the subject, it pays
significantly more attention to essential basic electronics and
the underlying theory of semiconductors. In discussing
electrical conduction in semiconductors, the author addresses
the important but often ignored fundamental and unifying
concept of electrochemical potential of current carriers, which
is also an instructive link between semiconductor and ionic
systems at a time when electrical engineering students are
increasingly being exposed to biological systems. The text
presents the background and tools necessary for at least a
qualitative understanding of new and projected advances in
microelectronics. The author provides helpful PSpice
simulations and associated procedures (based on schematic
capture, and using OrCAD® 16.0 Demo software), which are
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available for download. These simulations are explained in
considerable detail and integrated throughout the book. The
book also includes practical, real-world examples, problems,
and other supplementary material, which helps to demystify
concepts and relations that many books usually state as facts
without offering at least some plausible explanation. With its
focus on fundamental physical concepts and thorough
exploration of the behavior of semiconductors, this book
enables readers to better understand how electronic devices
function and how they are used. The book’s foreword briefly
reviews the history of electronics and its impact in today’s
world. ***Classroom Presentations are provided on the CRC
Press website. Their inclusion eliminates the need for
instructors to prepare lecture notes. The files can be modified
as may be desired, projected in the classroom or lecture hall,
and used as a basis for discussing the course material.***

The new edition of the most detailed and
comprehensive single-volume reference on major
semiconductor devices The Fourth Edition of
Physics of Semiconductor Devices remains the
standard reference work on the fundamental physics
and operational characteristics of all major bipolar,
unipolar, special microwave, and optoelectronic
devices. This fully updated and expanded edition
includes approximately 1,000 references to original
research papers and review articles, more than 650
high-quality technical illustrations, and over two
dozen tables of material parameters. Divided into
five parts, the text first provides a summary of
semiconductor properties, covering energy band,
carrier concentration, and transport properties. The
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second part surveys the basic building blocks of
semiconductor devices, including p-n junctions,
metal-semiconductor contacts, and metal-insulatorsemiconductor (MIS) capacitors. Part III examines
bipolar transistors, MOSFETs (MOS field-effect
transistors), and other field-effect transistors such as
JFETs (junction field-effect-transistors) and
MESFETs (metal-semiconductor field-effect
transistors). Part IV focuses on negative-resistance
and power devices. The book concludes with
coverage of photonic devices and sensors, including
light-emitting diodes (LEDs), solar cells, and various
photodetectors and semiconductor sensors. This
classic volume, the standard textbook and reference
in the field of semiconductor devices: Provides the
practical foundation necessary for understanding the
devices currently in use and evaluating the
performance and limitations of future devices Offers
completely updated and revised information that
reflects advances in device concepts, performance,
and application Features discussions of topics of
contemporary interest, such as applications of
photonic devices that convert optical energy to
electric energy Includes numerous problem sets, realworld examples, tables, figures, and illustrations;
several useful appendices; and a detailed solutions
manual Explores new work on leading-edge
technologies such as MODFETs, resonant-tunneling
diodes, quantum-cascade lasers, single-electron
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transistors, real-space-transfer devices, and MOScontrolled thyristors Physics of Semiconductor
Devices, Fourth Edition is an indispensable resource
for design engineers, research scientists, industrial
and electronics engineering managers, and graduate
students in the field.
Basic Clinical Radiobiology is a concise but
comprehensive textbook setting out the essentials of
the science and clinical application of radiobiology
for those seeking accreditation in radiation oncology,
clinical radiation physics, and radiation technology.
Fully revised and updated to keep abreast of current
developments in radiation biology and radiation
oncology, this fifth edition continues to present in an
interesting way the biological basis of radiation
therapy, discussing the basic principles and
significant developments that underlie the latest
attempts to improve the radiotherapeutic
management of cancer. This new edition is highly
illustrated with attractive 2-colour presentation and
now includes new chapters on stem cells, tissue
response and the convergence of radiotherapy,
radiobiology, and physics. It will be invaluable for
FRCR (clinical oncology) and equivalent candidates,
SpRs (and equivalent) in radiation oncology,
practicing radiation oncologists and radiotherapists,
as well as radiobiologists and radiotherapy
physicists.
Market_Desc: · Electrical Engineers· Scientists
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Special Features: · Provides strong coverage of all
key semiconductor devices. Includes basic physics
and material properties of key semiconductors·
Covers all important processing technologies About
The Book: This book is an introduction to the
physical principles of modern semiconductor devices
and their advanced fabrication technology. It begins
with a brief historical review of major devices and
key technologies and is then divided into three
sections: semiconductor material properties, physics
of semiconductor devices and processing technology
to fabricate these semiconductor devices.
This book is an introduction to the physical principles
of modern semiconductor devices and their
advanced fabrication technology. It begins with a
brief historical review of major devices and key
technologies and is then divided into three sections:
semiconductor material properties, physics of
semiconductor devices and processing technology to
fabricate these semiconductor devices.
A multidisciplinary reference of engineering
measurement tools, techniques, and applications
"When you can measure what you are speaking
about, and express it in numbers, you know
something about it; but when you cannot measure it,
when you cannot express it in numbers, your
knowledge is of a meager and unsatisfactory kind; it
may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have
scarcely in your thoughts advanced to the stage of
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science." — Lord Kelvin Measurement is at the heart
of any engineering and scientific discipline and job
function. Whether engineers and scientists are
attempting to state requirements quantitatively and
demonstrate compliance; to track progress and
predict results; or to analyze costs and benefits, they
must use the right tools and techniques to produce
meaningful data. The Handbook of Measurement in
Science and Engineering is the most
comprehensive, up-to-date reference set on
engineering and scientific measurements—beyond
anything on the market today. Encyclopedic in
scope, Volume 3 covers measurements in physics,
electrical engineering and chemistry: Laser
Measurement Techniques Magnetic Force Images
using Capacitive Coupling Effect Scanning
Tunneling Microscopy Measurement of Light and
Color The Detection and Measurement of Ionizing
Radiation Measuring Time and Comparing Clocks
Laboratory-Based Gravity Measurement Cryogenic
Measurements Temperature-Dependent
Fluorescence Measurements Voltage and Current
Transducers for Power Systems Electric Power and
Energy Measurement Chemometrics for the
Engineering and Measurement Sciences Liquid
Chromatography Mass Spectroscopy Measurements
of Nitrotyrosine-Containing Proteins Fluorescence
Spectroscopy X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy
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Near Infrared (NIR) Spectroscopy Nanomaterials
Properties Chemical Sensing Vital for engineers,
scientists, and technical managers in industry and
government, Handbook of Measurement in Science
and Engineering will also prove ideal for academics
and researchers at universities and laboratories.
Books are seldom finished. At best, they are
abandoned. The second edition of "Electronic
Properties of Materials" has been in use now for
about seven years. During this time my publisher
gave me ample opportunities to update and improve
the text whenever the Ibook was reprinted. There
were about six of these reprinting cycles. Eventually,
however, it became clear that substantially more
new material had to be added to account for the
stormy developments which occurred in the field of
electrical, optical, and magnetic materials. In
particular, expanded sections on flat-panel displays
(liquid crystals, electroluminescence devices, field
emission displays, and plasma dis. : plays) were
added. Further, the recent developments in blueand green emitting LED's and in photonics are
included. Magnetic storage devices also underwent
rapid development. Thus, magneto-optical
memories, magneto resistance devices, and new'
magnetic materials needed to be covered. The
sections on dielectric properties, ferroelectricity,
piezoelectricity, electrostric tion, and thermoelectric
properties have been expanded. Of course, the
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entire text was critically reviewed, updated, and
improved. However, the most extensive change I
undertook was the conversion of all equations to SI
units throughout. In most of the world and in virtually
all of the interna tional scientific journals use of this
system of units is required. If today's students do not
learn to utilize it, another generation is "lost" on this
matter. In other words, it is important that students
become comfortable with SI units.
Physics of Semiconductor Devices covers both basic
classic topics such as energy band theory and the
gradual-channel model of the MOSFET as well as
advanced concepts and devices such as MOSFET
short-channel effects, low-dimensional devices and
single-electron transistors. Concepts are introduced
to the reader in a simple way, often using
comparisons to everyday-life experiences such as
simple fluid mechanics. They are then explained in
depth and mathematical developments are fully
described. Physics of Semiconductor Devices
contains a list of problems that can be used as
homework assignments or can be solved in class to
exemplify the theory. Many of these problems make
use of Matlab and are aimed at illustrating theoretical
concepts in a graphical manner.
Modern Semiconductor Devices for Integrated
Circuits, First Edition introduces readers to the world
of modern semiconductor devices with an emphasis
on integrated circuit applications. KEY TOPICS:
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Electrons and Holes in Semiconductors; Motion and
Recombination of Electrons and Holes; Device
Fabrication Technology; PN and
Metal–Semiconductor Junctions; MOS Capacitor;
MOS Transistor; MOSFETs in ICs—Scaling,
Leakage, and Other Topics; Bipolar Transistor.
MARKET: Written by an experienced teacher,
researcher, and expert in industry practices, this
succinct and forward-looking text is appropriate for
anyone interested in semiconductor devices for
integrated curcuits, and serves as a suitable
reference text for practicing engineers.
The Third Edition of the standard textbook and
reference in the field of semiconductor devices This
classic book has set the standard for advanced
study and reference in the semiconductor device
field. Now completely updated and reorganized to
reflect the tremendous advances in device concepts
and performance, this Third Edition remains the
most detailed and exhaustive single source of
information on the most important semiconductor
devices. It gives readers immediate access to
detailed descriptions of the underlying physics and
performance characteristics of all major bipolar, fieldeffect, microwave, photonic, and sensor devices.
Designed for graduate textbook adoptions and
reference needs, this new edition includes: A
complete update of the latest developments New
devices such as three-dimensional MOSFETs,
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MODFETs, resonant-tunneling diodes,
semiconductor sensors, quantum-cascade lasers,
single-electron transistors, real-space transfer
devices, and more Materials completely reorganized
Problem sets at the end of each chapter All figures
reproduced at the highest quality Physics of
Semiconductor Devices, Third Edition offers
engineers, research scientists, faculty, and students
a practical basis for understanding the most
important devices in use today and for evaluating
future device performance and limitations. A
Solutions Manual is available from the editorial
department.
The purpose of this book is to provide the reader
with a self-contained treatment of fundamen tal solid
state and semiconductor device physics. The
material presented in the text is based upon the
lecture notes of a one-year graduate course
sequence taught by this author for many years in the
·Department of Electrical Engineering of the
University of Florida. It is intended as an introductory
textbook for graduate students in electrical
engineering. However, many students from other
disciplines and backgrounds such as chemical
engineering, materials science, and physics have
also taken this course sequence, and will be
interested in the material presented herein. This
book may also serve as a general reference for
device engineers in the semiconductor industry. The
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present volume covers a wide variety of topics on
basic solid state physics and physical principles of
various semiconductor devices. The main subjects
covered include crystal structures, lattice dynamics,
semiconductor statistics, energy band theory, excess
carrier phenomena and recombination mechanisms,
carrier transport and scattering mechanisms, optical
properties, photoelectric effects, metalsemiconductor devices, the p--n junction diode,
bipolar junction transistor, MOS devices, photonic
devices, quantum effect devices, and high speed IIIV semiconductor devices. The text presents a unified
and balanced treatment of the physics of
semiconductor materials and devices. It is intended
to provide physicists and mat erials scientists with
more device backgrounds, and device engineers
with a broader knowledge of fundamental solid state
physics.
This classic reference provides detailed information
on the underlying physics and operational
characteristics of all major bipolar, unipolar, special
microwave, and optoelectronic devices. It integrates
nearly 1,000 references to important original
research papers and review articles, and includes
more than 650 high-quality technical illustrations and
25 tables of material parameters for device analysis.
In this third edition, all major topics of contemporary
interests will be either be added or expanded. It will
include problems and examples, as well as a
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solutions manual.
Helps readers understand the physics behind MOS
devices for low-voltage and low-energy applications
• Based on timely published and unpublished work
written by expert authors • Discusses various
promising MOS devices applicable to low-energy
environmental and biomedical uses • Describes the
physical effects (quantum, tunneling) of MOS
devices • Demonstrates the performance of devices,
helping readers to choose right devices applicable to
an industrial or consumer environment • Addresses
some Ge-based devices and other compoundmaterial-based devices for high-frequency
applications and future development of high
performance devices. 'Seemingly innocuous
everyday devices such as smartphones, tablets and
services such as on-line gaming or internet keyword
searches consume vast amounts of energy. Even
when in standby mode, all these devices consume
energy. The upcoming “Internet of Things” (IoT) is
expected to deploy 60 billion electronic devices
spread out in our homes, cars and cities. Britain is
already consuming up to 16 per cent of all its power
through internet use and this rate is doubling every
four years. According to The UK’s Daily Mail May
(2015), if usage rates continue, all of Britain's power
supply could be consumed by internet use in just 20
years. In 2013, U.S. data centers consumed an
estimated 91 billion kilowatt-hours of electricity,
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corresponding to the power generated by seventeen
1000-megawatt nuclear power plants. Data center
electricity consumption is projected to increase to
roughly 140 billion kilowatt-hours annually by 2020,
the equivalent annual output of 50 nuclear power
plants. (Natural Resources Defense Council, USA,
Feb. 2015) All these examples stress the urgent
need for developing electronic devices that consume
as little energy as possible. The book “MOS Devices
for Low-Voltage and Low-Energy Applications”
explores the different transistor options that can be
utilized to achieve that goal. It describes in detail the
physics and performance of transistors that can be
operated at low voltage and consume little power,
such as subthreshold operation in bulk transistors,
fully depleted SOI devices, tunnel FETs, multigate
and gate-all-around MOSFETs. Examples of lowenergy circuits making use of these devices are
given as well. The book “MOS Devices for LowVoltage and Low-Energy Applications” is a good
reference for graduate students, researchers,
semiconductor and electrical engineers who will
design the electronic systems of tomorrow.' --- Dr.
Jean-Pierre Colinge, Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company (TSMC) “The authors
present a creative way to show how different MOS
devices can be used for low-voltage and low-power
applications. They start with Bulk MOSFET, following
with SOI MOSFET, FinFET, gate-all-around
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MOSFET, Tunnel-FET and others. It is presented
the physics behind the devices, models, simulations,
experimental results and applications. This book is
interesting for researchers, graduate and
undergraduate students. The low-energy field is an
important topic for integrated circuits in the future
and none can stay out of this.” --- Prof. Joao A.
Martino, University of Sao Paulo, Brazil
Since its inception, the Tutorial Guides in Electronic
Engineering series has met with great success
among both instructors and students. Designed for
first and second year undergraduate courses, each
text provides a concise list of objectives at the
beginning of every chapter, key definitions and
formulas highlighted in margin notes, and references
to other texts in the series. Semiconductor Devices
begins with a review of the necessary basic
background in semiconductor materials and what
semiconductor devices are expected to do, that is,
their typical applications. Then the author explains,
in order of increasing complexity, the main
semiconductor devices in use today, beginning with
p-n junctions in their various forms and ending with
integrated circuits. In doing so, he presents both the
"band" model and the "bond" model of
semiconductors, since neither one on its own can
account for all device behavior. The final chapter
introduces more recently developed technologies,
particularly the use of compound instead of silicon
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semiconductors, and the improvement in device
performance these materials make possible. True to
the Tutorial Guides in Electronic Engineering series
standards, Semiconductor Devices offers a clear
presentation, a multitude of illustrations, and fully
worked examples supported by end-of-chapter
exercises and suggestions for further reading. This
book provides an ideal introduction to the
fundamental theoretical principles underlying the
operation of semiconductor devices and to their
simple and effective mathematical modelling.
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